SOUTH SUDAN
JULY 2020

375 MT
CARGO TRANSPORTED

36
ORGANISATIONS
SUPPORTED

42
DESTINATIONS
REACHED

5
COVID-19 PRIORITY LOCATIONS

4
CONVOYS
COORDINATED

54
REQUESTS
COMPLETED

LEGEND
- Inter-Cluster Coordination Group (ICCG) Priority Locations
- COVID-19 Priority Locations
- Other Locations
- River Routes
- Convoy routes

SERVICE USERS BY ORGANISATION TYPE

43% UN AGENCIES

33% NGOs

24% NGOs

TOTAL CARGO BY MEANS OF TRANSPORT

2% RIVER

23% ROAD

75% OF AIR ROTATIONS PERFORMED

40% HELICOPTER

35% FIXED WING

TONNAGE DELIVERY BY SECTOR

69% FOOD SECURITY

12% SHELTER

6% WASH

5% NUTRITION

8% OTHER

HIGHLIGHTS

JUBA

4 ROAD CONVOYS COORDINATED

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (IM)

19 IM PRODUCTS PUBLISHED

TRAINING

TRAININGS

FUNDING

100% RESOURCED

Due to the COVID-19 global pandemic, Logistics Cluster trainings are currently on hold. The Logistics Cluster will resume capacity building activities once the COVID-19 global pandemic is contained, and in accordance with directives on gatherings from the Government of South Sudan.

INFORMATION REPRESENTED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS BASED ON THE MOST ACCURATE DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM THE FIELD LOGISTICS CLUSTER STAFF SUPPORTING THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPERATION. IT MAY BE REVISED OR UPDATED AS NEW OR MORE COMPLETE DATA BECOMES AVAILABLE.